More than 800,000 vehicles read out with Carly Used Car
Check to date
Carly-App now comes with new functions: measured mileages are comparable with
market averages / charts and evaluations facilitate purchasing decisions / tampering
now detectable even faster due to enhanced user menu
Munich, 1st August 2017. Since the Carly Used Car Check was launched about a year ago 800,000
vehicles around the globe have been read out using the app. Now the Munich-based company
specialising in Connected Car solutions has enhanced its Used Car Check further and added new
functions. When reading out a vehicle’s mileage statistical information about comparable models,
displayed in a neatly arranged chart, is now accessible as well. The measured mileage is put in relation to
the average reading of the respective model and evaluated. For example, the information provided may
show a user that 80 % of comparable vehicles from the same year of manufacture have higher mileages
than his or her own car. As a result, a vehicle can be more precisely assessed based on its age and class,
which assists users in making purchasing decisions. Comparisons are based on hundreds of thousands
anonymously gathered customer data from Carly’s database. Having added this new feature, Carly is now
offering an additional function not available from any comparable car app on the market.

The Used Car Check includes now statistical informations about comparable models and a neatly arranged chart of this informations.
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In addition, Carly has reorganised the menu of the Used Car Check, now providing users with a neatly
displayed and easily understandable arrangement of rubrics. Due to the optimisation of the display,
vehicle tampering is now detectable even faster than before.

The menu of the Used Car Check is now more understandable.

Various German television programmes have carried a number of reports of spectacular cases of fraud
having been revealed by the check, such as Grip on RTL2 in Folge 387 or Akte 20.17 on SAT1. Carly’s
app solution was also recommended on Grip in Folge 392 as one of five current tips for consumers to
protect themselves against fraud when buying a car.
The Used Car Check enables users to perform a complete on-site check of a vehicle’s electronics at the
push of a button and without any technical knowledge via their smartphones or tablets. This function is
available for the BMW, Mini, Mercedes, VAG and Porsche brands. Carly’s app solution is individually
adapted to a particular vehicle model, reading only the respective model-relevant data, and is completely
legal. These features make it unique around the world. It is the only solution to offer the same professional
quality as a manufacturer-backed garage or repair shop. The app is continually complemented by
additional functions and brands, developed further and updated free of charge.

Additional information can be found at www.mycarly.com

To obtain a press sample of the Carly Pro Version
please click on this button and enter the required.
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Carly – Connected Car
The app solutions from Carly, an owner-managed technology company based in Munich, Germany, create transparency that has
been lacking in the automotive world so far. Carly develops innovative solutions for smartphones and tablets to establish a
connection between owners and their cars. Using these solutions, an in-depth diagnosis of a vehicle’s electronics at the level of
quality delivered by a manufacturer-backed garage or repair shop can be performed in an extremely short period of time at the push
of a button. Owners can personalize their own cars within seconds. Countless YouTube videos by Carly users describe these
encodings based on before-and-after comparisons. The current app portfolio utilized by millions of users encompasses Carly for
BMW, Mini, Mercedes, Porsche, VW, Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini, Seat and Skoda. Carly is focused on customers. Through direct
dialogue and a worldwide network of Carly trainers the company fosters very close customer relations, enabling the continuous
further development of its software solutions, not least thanks to input provided by users and the Carly community. In combination
with the related adapters, the products of the Munich-based company are among the most innovative mobile solutions in the
automotive world.
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